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ABSTRACT
We have performed a search for halo white dwarfs as high proper motion objects in a second epoch Wide
Field Planetary Camera 2 image of the Groth-Westphal strip. The survey covers 74.8 arcmin2, and is complete
to V ∼ 26.5. We identify 24 high proper motion objects with µ > 0.014′′/y. Five of these high proper motion
objects are identified as strong white dwarf candidates on the basis of their position in a reduced proper motion
diagram. We also identify two marginal candidates whose photometric errors place them within∼ 1σ of the white
dwarf region of the reduced proper motion diagram. We create a model of the Milky Way thin disk, thick disk
and stellar halo and find that this sample of white dwarfs is clearly an excess above the ≤ 2 detections expected
from these known stellar populations. The origin of the excess signal is less clear. Possibly, the excess cannot be
explained without invoking a fourth galactic component: a white dwarf dark halo. Previous work of this nature
has separated white dwarf samples into various galactic components based on kinematics; distances, and thus
velocities, are unavailable for a sample this faint. Therefore, we present a statistical separation of our sample into
the four components and estimate the corresponding local white dwarf densities using only the directly observable
variables, V , (V − I), and ~µ. For all Galactic models explored, our five white dwarf sample separates into about 3
disk white dwarfs and 2 halo white dwarfs. However, the further subdivision into the thin and thick disk and the
stellar and dark halo, and the subsequent calculation of the local densities are sensitive to the input parameters of
our model for each Galactic component. Using the lowest mean mass model for the dark halo and the 5 white
dwarf sample we find n0,thin disk = 2.4+0.7
−0.6× 10−2 pc−3, n0,thick disk = 0.0+7.6× 10−4 pc−3, n0,stellar halo = 0.0+7.7× 10−5
pc−3, and n0,dark halo = 1.0+0.4
−0.4× 10−3 pc−3. This implies a 7% white dwarf halo and six times the canonical value
for the thin disk white dwarf density (at marginal statistical significance), but possible systematic errors due to
uncertainty in the model parameters likely dominate these statistical error bars. The white dwarf halo can be
reduced to ∼ 1.5% of the halo dark matter by changing the initial mass function slightly. The local thin disk
white dwarf density in our solution can be made consistent with the canonical value by assuming a larger thin disk
scaleheight of 500 pc.
1. INTRODUCTION
The microlensing results towards the Large Magellanic
Cloud (Alcock et al. 1997, 2000; Lasserre et. al. 2000) gen-
erated much interest in the possibility of white dwarfs (WD) as
significant contributors to the Galactic halo dark matter. The
most recent results suggest a most likely MACHO fraction of
20% and a most likely MACHO mass between 0.15 and 0.9 M⊙
(Alcock et al. 2000). Other MACHO candidates such as brown
dwarfs, M dwarfs, and neutron stars are excluded, respectively,
on the basis of the most likely MACHO mass, direct star counts
which suggest that their contribution to the total mass is in-
significant (Gould, Flynn & Bahcall 1998) and entirely unac-
ceptable nucleosynthesis yields from their main sequence pre-
cursors (Carr 1994).
White dwarfs are well-known low luminosity stars, and have
been extensively surveyed, for instance by Legget, Ruiz &
Bergeron (1998) and Knox, Hawkins & Hambly (1999). A
very recent report Majewski & Siegel (2001) suggests the scale
height for thin disk white dwarfs may be higher than previously
thought, and that consequently the total number of thin disk
white dwarfs is also higher than previously thought.
White dwarfs as dark matter pose their own set of problems,
as their main sequence progenitor may produce more metals
(He, C, N) than observed (Fields, Freese & Graff 2000). These
chemical evolution constraints can possibly be avoided by as-
suming a non-standard initial mass function (Chabrier, Segre-
tain & Méra 1996; Chabrier 1999) and, perhaps, lower metal
yields from Z=0.0 zero age main sequence progenitors. Re-
cent results (Marigo et al. 2001) suggest that the first-dredge up
does not take place for zero metallicity stars with M & 1.2 M⊙.
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2Further, the second dredge-up is suppressed for zero metallicity
stars with M . 2.1 M⊙ and only brings CNO to the surface for
2.7 M⊙ . M . 8.3 M⊙. Finally, thermal pulses on the asymp-
totic giant branch which would normally bring carbon to the
surface may not occur (Chabrier 1999; Marigo et al. 2001).
Interest in WD as directly detectable dark matter intensi-
fied with the suggestion that ancient hydrogen atmosphere WD
evolve towards bluer optical colors as they cool (Hansen 1998),
remaining detectable in the V band for many Gyr longer than
previously assumed. This provided a plausible explanation for
some of the faint blue objects in the Hubble Deep Field (HDF),
two of which were reported to have proper motions consistent
with an interpretation as ancient halo white dwarfs (Ibata et al.
1999).
Although the HDF moving objects were determined to be
false detections (Richer 2001), excitement over the possibil-
ity of halo white dwarfs was renewed with the results of Op-
penheimer et al. (2001) who claim detection of 38 halo white
dwarfs, constituting at least 2% of the Galactic halo dark mat-
ter. Oppenheimer et al. (2001) present their results in the form
of a plot of the galactic radial (U) and rotational (V) velocities
of each WD and superimpose 1 and 2 sigma contours for the
expected locations of the thick disk and halo components of the
Milky Way. White dwarfs lying outside the 2 sigma contours
of the thick disk are assumed to belong to a halo population.
Reid, Sahu & Hawley (2001) provide an alternate interpre-
tation of the Oppenheimer et al. (2001) results, arguing the ve-
locity distribution is more consistent with the high-velocity tail
of the thick disk. Furthermore, by comparing the placement
of the halo candidates along a fiducial WD evolution track in
a color-magnitude diagram, Hansen (2001) notes that the Op-
penheimer et al. (2001) halo population seems to have an age
distribution similar to the standard thin disk population. Hansen
(2001) finds that it is difficult to make the age distribution of this
sample consistent with common assumptions about thick disk
star formation (a simple burst at early times), and even more
difficult to achieve consistency with some sort of truly ancient
halo population. Koopmans & Blandford (2001) extend this ar-
gument, noting that the thick disk and halo WD populations (as
divided by Oppenheimer et al. (2001)) are indistinguishable in
terms of luminosity, color and apparent age.
Koopmans & Blandford (2001) undertake a more sophisti-
cated analysis of the Oppenheimer et al. (2001) sample, calcu-
lating the contribution of the thick disk and halo using a maxi-
mum likelihood analysis. They find a local number density of
thick disk WD of n0,thick disk = 1.8± 0.5× 10−3 pc−3 and a local
number density of halo WD of n0,halo = 1.1+2.1
−0.7×10−4 pc−3. The
halo density is about 5 times higher then previously expected
(Gould, Flynn & Bahcall 1998), but constitutes only ∼ 0.8%
of the dark halo density, at least an order of magnitude smaller
than the MACHO density implied by the microlensing results.
Reyle, Robin & Creze (2001) also provide a reanalysis of the
Oppenheimer et al. (2001) sample. These authors use a compre-
hensive description of Galactic stellar populations to provide a
simulation of the Oppenheimer et al. (2001) data, including the
detection limits in proper motion, magnitude and color. They
conclude that thick disk white dwarfs with standard local den-
sities are sufficient to explain the Oppenheimer et al. (2001)
sample.
The wide spread in age of the Oppenheimer et al. (2001)
sample has led several parties to suggest that these WD orig-
inated in the thin disk, but were subsequently accelerated to
much higher velocities. Koopmans & Blandford (2001) suggest
a mechanism to eject WD into the halo with the required speeds
of ∼ 200 km/s through the orbital instability of triple systems.
Davies (2001) proposes another binary driven mechanism in
which the secondary of a tight binary system (the WD progen-
itor) is ejected at high velocity when the primary explodes as a
supernova.
The Oppenheimer et al. (2001) results are based on a very
wide survey (10% of the sky) with a bright limiting magnitude
(Rlim . 20). In this work we take the opposite approach, ex-
amining a very small area of the sky (20 Wide Field Planetary
Camera 2 fields), but probing to a very deep limiting magnitude
(Vlim ∼ 27). Based on the Oppenheimer et al. (2001) results
which are ∼ 90% proper motion limited (Koopmans & Bland-
ford 2001), we would not expect the white dwarf luminosity
function to rise suddenly beyond their detection limit. How-
ever, the Oppenheimer et al. (2001) survey cannot exclude the
existence of an ancient “dark halo” white dwarf population of
age >> 10 Gyr.
In fact, since Oppenheimer et al. (2001) use the Bergeron,
Ruiz & Leggett (1997) survey of young white dwarfs to derive a
linear relationship between absolute magnitude and color, they
assume that all detected white dwarfs are younger than the be-
ginning of the cooling turnoff towards bluer colors in the color
magnitude diagram. In their filters, this color turnoff occurs at
a temperature of around 2500 K, or a white dwarf age of about
13-14 Gyr. Since they observe very few white dwarfs near the
color turnoff this is probably a good, if limiting, assumption.
Although we initially explore an intuitive analysis of our
sample along the same lines as Oppenheimer et al. (2001), in
our final analysis we avoid making any assumptions about the
age of our sample and estimate the local densities of disk and
halo white dwarfs based solely on the observed properties of
our sample: apparent magnitude, color and proper motion vec-
tor on the sky.
This work is structured as follows. In §2 we describe the
observation and reduction of each epoch, our procedure for
matching stars between epochs, the selection of significant high
proper motion objects and the results of our completeness tests.
In §3 we describe our selection criteria for white dwarfs and
examine their kinematic properties in a manner similar to Op-
penheimer et al. (2001). In §4 we model various components
of the Milky Way and compute the number of white dwarf de-
tections we expect in our survey. Then, using only the directly
observable properties, we create a method to statistically sep-
arate our sample into the various Milky Way components. We
conclude in §5.
2. GROTH STRIP OBSERVATIONS AND REDUCTIONS
First epoch images of the “Groth-Westphal strip” (Groth et
al. 1994) were taken by the Wide Field Planetary Camera 2
(WFPC2) in the F606W and F814W filters between March 7,
1994 and April 8, 1994. This dataset consists of 27 adjacent
WFPC2 fields taken at high galactic latitude (l ∼ 96◦, b∼ 61◦).
Each first-epoch field covers 4.4 arcmin2, consists of 4 raw ex-
posures per filter and has a combined exposure time of 4400s in
the standard Hubble Space Telescope (HST) I-band (F814W)
and 2800s in a narrow band V (F606W).
A re-imaging of 17 fields of the Groth strip, comprising 74.8
arcmin2, was taken by the WFPC2 in a single filter (F606W) in
March, 2001, giving us a baseline of 7 years between epochs.
Each second-epoch field consists of 6 raw exposures and has a
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combined exposure time of 4200s.
2.1. Photometry
Because the Groth strip lies at such high galactic latitude, the
fields are nearly devoid of bright stellar objects, containing∼ 4
stars of V < 26 per WFPC2 chip. This makes it difficult to com-
pute exact transformations between the multiple raw images of
the same field, especially as the raw images are heavily con-
taminated by incident cosmic ray particles. Thus, in combining
the raw images we assume that the requested pointing offsets
between raw images (commonly called dithers) were accurate
and the images were combined using these offsets. Generally,
WFPC2 pointings are accurate to ∼ 0.1 WF pixels, so this as-
sumption does not add serious error to the procedure. The first
epoch images are all taken at the same pointing (un-dithered)
so the raw images are combined with zero offset. The second
epoch images are dithered by non-integer values. We list the
fields and times observed in Table 1.
After the raw images were aligned, all subsequent process-
ing and reductions were performed using the HSTphot package
made publicly available by Andrew Dolphin (Dolphin 2000).
Each raw image is first masked using the bad pixel mask. The
aligned raw images are then combined and cleaned of cosmic
rays. For each pixel, the cosmic ray cleaning algorithm com-
putes the median pixel value, a photon counting uncertainty (σ)
based on the median value, the exposure time, read noise and
gain. The uncertainty is then given an additional contribution
added in quadrature to account for the registration uncertainty.
Pixel values which were more then 3σ from the median value
were rejected and the remaining pixel values were averaged.
Point-spread fitting (PSF) photometry was performed on the
combined images using the HSTphot package. The HSTphot
package includes a library of PSFs constructed with the Tiny
Tim software. For the F814W filter it also includes default
residuals to the “perfect” Tiny Tim PSFs. In addition, HST-
phot also allows the PSF to be adjusted based on measurements
made on suitable stars in the user’s program frames. In the
Groth strip frames, there are very few stars with enough counts
to act as suitable PSF stars. Attempts to adjust the PSF us-
ing available stars resulted in unusual looking PSFs, although
the final results were insensitive to the PSF used (see below).
Thus, in the final reductions we forced HSTphot not to adjust
its PSF based on our program frames. For the F814W band re-
ductions we allowed it to use the default residuals. According
to the HSTphot documentation, not adjusting the PSF based on
the program stars can create a systematic error of up to ±0.1
magnitudes for faint stars. We allowed HSTphot to internally
compute aperture corrections. The HSTphot magnitudes were
converted to Landolt V and I using the synthetic transforma-
tions of Table 10 from Holtzman et al. (1995b).
HSTphot also includes an object classification routine which
divides objects into stars, possible unresolved binaries, single-
pixel cosmic rays or extended objects. HSTphot was designed
for crowded stellar fields and the use of this software on fields
of mostly galaxies is certainly an application beyond its in-
tended purpose. Thus, it is unsurprising that the object classifi-
cation routine was often unreliable, classifying objects as stellar
which, upon inspection seemed more likely to be galactic. Re-
gardless of the output classification, HSTphot fits a stellar PSF
to all objects and the output magnitude and centroids are based
on this fit. The quality of its output is thus directly related to
whether or not the object was actually a point source.
We estimate a total photometric error for faint objects (V .
24) of ∼ 0.15 mag with contributions from both the non ideal
PSF and photon counting error. We can use the artificial star
tests (described in § 2.4) to estimate the centroid accuracy of
HSTphot for stellar objects by computing the difference be-
tween the input and recovered centroid. The centroid uncer-
tainty as a function of magnitude for all artifical stars is shown
in Figure 1. This uncertainty is underestimated in the sense that
it tests the ability of HSTphot to centroid objects with a per-
fect PSF. The artificial star tests add stars to frames with the
same PSF (plus random noise) with which they are recovered.
Since this PSF is not perfect for the real stars in our frame, the
centroid uncertainty for real stars is likely substantially higher.
The greater uncertainty in the centroids for real stars is reflected
in final uncertainty in the coordinate transformation between
epochs (see § 2.2) which is much larger than the HSTphot cen-
troid uncertainty of Figure 1.
2.2. Matching stars between epochs
Accurate computation of the transformation between two
epochs of a field is best performed using many, bright, point-
like sources. Bright stellar sources are in short supply in the
Groth strip and we are forced to compromise to some extent.
The first step in computing transformations between two
WFPC2 frames is to correct for the geometric distortion of the
chips. There are several sets of distortion coefficients available
including one specifically optimized for the first epoch Groth
strip (Ratnatunga, Ostrander & Griffiths 1997), but the most
widely employed are from Holtzman et al. (1995a). Each set
of coefficients can also put the four WFPC2 chips on a single
“global” coordinate frame. Since the accuracy of our transfor-
mations is limited by the low number of sources per field, a
global coordinate system would seem to be a useful tool. We
experimented with transformations based on several different
global coordinate systems and always found the residuals of
these transformations to depend heavily on the X or Y position
of the star on the chip. This problem arises not from the distor-
tion coefficients themselves but from the fact that the geometric
transformation of WFPC2 has a small time dependence, primar-
ily in the interchip separation which can vary by as much as 150
mas. Thus, there exists no global distortion solutions that work
well on both the first epoch (1994) and second epoch (2001)
data. This limited us to computing local transformations on a
chip by chip basis using the Holtzman et al. (1995a) distortion
coefficients.
Since the reduction of this data (in April 2001) a new set of
distortion coefficents has become available (WFPC2 Instrument
Science Report 2001-10). We have tested a reduction routine
in which we use the Holtzman et al. (1995a) distortion coeffi-
cients for our epoch 1 data and the new distortion coefficients
for our epoch 2 data. We find no significant improvement in
our results. The dominant source of uncertainty in our transfor-
mations arises from our imperfect PSF and the small number of
objects in our fields, not the distortion correction used.
Because we were unable to use global transformations, we
were also unable to use the data in the Planetary Camera (PC).
The extremely small area of the PC (∼ 0.3 square arcminutes)
rarely encompassed enough objects in the frame with which to
compute local transformations. For consistency, we simply ig-
nore all PC data.
Before performing the transformations, we developed an
object classification routine based on the SExtractor software
4(Bertin & Arnouts 1996). SExtractor identifies objects above
a certain threshold and then utilizes a neural network classifi-
cation routine to assign each object a decimal number between
0 and 1 where 0 indicates a stellar (point-source) object and
1 indicates a galactic (extended-source) object. Initially, we
computed transformations based only on objects that were clas-
sified as stellar by SExtractor with the appropriate centroids
taken from the HSTphot output. For many chips there sim-
ply were not enough such stellar objects to compute transfor-
mations. Thus, we developed a routine where transformations
were computed using stellar objects and “small, round” galax-
ies. After much experimentation we found that better trans-
formations were obtained from HSTphot centroids (PSF fitting
centroids) for both stars and galaxies than from using the SEx-
tractor centroids for the galaxies. Computing the coordinate
transformations is an iterative procedure, in which we remove
objects with residuals greater then 3 sigma before computing
the final transformations. Final transformations computed are a
full 6 parameter fit allowing for translation, rotation and change
of scale. Our transformations are computed assuming that the
vector sum of the proper motions over all stars and galaxies was
zero.
In Figures 2 and 3, we plot the residuals to the coordinate
transformation between epochs for all Groth fields, ∆X and
∆Y as a function of X and Y position on the chip, magnitude,
and radius from the distortion center at (X ,Y ) = (354,344). The
residuals show no obvious dependence on position indicating
that we have corrected for the geometric distortion of the chips.
The residuals show some dependence on magnitude, increas-
ing towards fainter magnitudes. We compute the transforma-
tions and residuals only for stars with V < 26 although we al-
low fainter stars to appear in the final list of matched stars for a
frame. The main reason for this is that below V ∼ 26.5 real stars
in epoch 2 start to get matched with noise in epoch 1 (epoch 2
is ∼ 0.5 magnitude deeper). Since the final high proper motion
star lists are inspected by hand (see below), it is acceptable to
include ill-matched stars in the final matched lists, but it is cru-
cial that we minimize their occurrence in the list of stars used
to compute the transformations.
The transformation residuals are used to compute standard
deviations in x and y, σx and σy, and then we define the total
standard deviation as σ =
√
σ2x +σ
2
y . In Figure 4 we show a vec-
tor plot of the residuals for all stars used to compute the trans-
formations in all fields as a function of position on the WFPC2
chip. The sigma for all fields combined is σ = 0.031′′.
Our final uncertainty in the coordinate transformation, σ =
0.031′′ is a substantially worse result then the limits reached by
Anderson & King (2000). Our analysis is limited in compar-
ison to their work in several respects. First, we cannot derive
an effective PSF as we have virtually no suitable PSF stars and
the first epoch was undithered. Without dithering and a large
sample of PSF stars one cannot hope to adequately sample the
pixel phase space and derive an effective PSF. Second, we have
very few point sources per frame (a median value of 4 per chip)
with which to derive transformations. Although we supplement
the point source centroids with centroids of small galaxies, our
ability to derive accurate transformations suffers as a result of
the non point source PSF of the galaxies. We note that our es-
timate of 4 stars per chip is in line with the previous first epoch
Groth strip reductions of Gould, Bahcall & Flynn (1997) who
find an average of 3.1 M dwarfs per chip.
2.3. High Proper Motion Objects
Once the transformations were computed, lists of matching
objects with V ≤ 27 were made. Objects were matched to their
nearest neighbor to a maximum of 0.75′′ and were considered
matched only if the V magnitude in each epoch matched to
within 0.5 mag. An object was considered to have a signif-
icant movement between epochs and is hereafter known as a
high proper motion object if the residual to the transformation
for that object was above the maximum value of 3σ for that field
or 0.1′′ (1 pixel). That is, the proper motion limit is defined as
µlim ·∆t = min(3σ,0.1′′) (1)
In order to minimize confusion while matching stars between
epochs, we chose an upper proper motion limit of 7.5 pixels, or
µmax ∼ 0.1′′/yr. Each high proper motion object was inspected
by hand to verify that it was a plausible match between epochs
and possessed a stellar PSF.
In Figure 5, we plot the vector proper motion as a function
of the location on the WFPC2 chip for all high proper motion
(HPM) objects. Averaged over all chips and all fields, the ex-
pected distribution of high proper motion objects over the face
of the chip should be roughly uniform. We do not see any ob-
vious departures from non-uniformity. Most importantly, we
do not see any clustering of barely significant HPM objects to-
wards the edges of the chip where the geometric distortions are
most severe.
We repeated the full analysis using the adjustable PSF op-
tion in HSTphot. While a few barely significant movers in the
constant PSF reduction were not significant in the adjustable
PSF option and vice versa, the list of HPM objects was similar.
All final WD candidates discussed below appeared in both the
adjustable and constant PSF reductions.
2.4. Completeness tests
We performed completeness tests by adding artificial stars to
the V band images from both epochs. We compute the com-
pleteness fraction as a function of both magnitude and proper
motion. First, coordinates for the star in epoch 2 were chosen
randomly. We then compute the corresponding position in the
epoch 1 frame using the derived transformations and apply a
random offset (proper motion) of −3 ≤∆x ≤ 3, −3 ≤ ∆y ≤ 3
pixels before adding the star to the epoch 1 frame. If the trans-
formed position does not lie on the epoch 1 frame, the star is
not added to either epoch frame. Because of this, the effective
area of our survey is only the area in which we have complete
overlap between the two epochs. We create 25 frames each
containing 20 artificial stars in each camera.
The artificial frames are then run through the standard photo-
metric analysis. We do not recompute the transformations be-
tween epochs for the artificial frames. In this sense, the proper
motion axis of the completeness test is artificial - since we add
stars with the correct transformation, of course we recover them
with the same transformation. Our completeness fraction is
thus uniform in proper motion and really depends only on the
V magnitude. The completeness fraction as a function of V
magnitude and proper motion is shown in Figure 6. Since we
compute our completeness fraction only in V (and not I) the cal-
ibrated magnitudes of the artificial stars are computed without
a color term.
We compute our completeness as a function of µ only to 4.25
pixels, yet in our analysis we accept objects in our samples with
proper motions of up to 7.5 pixels. We chose the 4.25 pixels to
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be large enough to include the range of all observed high proper
motion objects, yet small enough to allow good coverage in µ in
a reasonable amount of computation time. As discussed above,
our efficiencies do not depend on µ and we expect no depen-
dence to arise if our efficiency calculation were extended to 7.5
pixels.
We expect that the detection efficiency should fall to exactly
zero at V = 27.0 as we do not allow stars with V < 27.0 to ap-
pear in the final list of matched stars. The detection efficiency
is not quite zero in this plot because we calculate the efficiency
as a function of Vinput and we recover a very small fraction of
stars that have Vinput > 27.0 but are recovered at V < 27.0 and
thus appear in the final matched lists.
Our completeness fraction falls rapidly to zero at V ∼ 26.5,
suggesting a limiting magnitude Vlim ∼ 26.5.
3. WHITE DWARF CANDIDATES
3.1. Selection criteria and reduced proper motions
After an initial period of nearly blackbody cooling towards
longer wavelengths, ancient white dwarfs experience a color
turnoff and start to cool towards bluer wavelengths (Hansen
1999). An example cooling curve of a 0.6 M⊙ WD is shown
in Figure 7. Thus, we expect to detect halo white dwarfs as
blue objects with high proper motions. One way to isolate such
candidates is on the basis of a reduced proper motion versus
color diagram.
In Figure 8 we show the reduced proper motion diagram
for all the significantly moving (high proper motion) objects
in the Groth strip. The reduced proper motion is defined as
HV = V + 5log( µ′′/yr ) + 5 = MV + 5log( vtkm/s ) − 3.378. For an en-
semble of objects with similar transverse velocities, vt , an HV
versus color diagram is an estimate of the color-absolute mag-
nitude diagram where the magnitude axis has been shifted by
some arbitrary constant. In Figure (8) we show the Groth strip
HPM objects as large triangles and squares.
On the left hand side of Figure 8 we show a random sample
of detectable white dwarfs from the thin disk (blue dots), thick
disk (red dots), stellar halo (green dots) and dark halo (black
dots). The parameters determining the geometry and stellar
content of each Galactic components and our method for deter-
mining detectability will be discussed further in § 4. We note
that the five HPM objects marked as filled black triangles fall
over plausibly dense regions of the simulated white dwarf dots.
On the right hand side of Figure 8 we show a random sample
of detectable low mass main sequence stars (M < 0.9M⊙) from
the thin disk (blue crosses), thick disk (red crosses) and stellar
halo (black crosses). The parameters of the Galactic compo-
nents are the same as for the WDs and we use the low mass
main sequence tracks from Baraffe et al. (1998). The HPM
objects shown as filled black squares fall on plausibly dense re-
gions of the simulated low mass main sequence star crosses. If
we had included higher mass main sequence stars, the density
of points would fall off much slower at small HV .
On the basis of this reduced proper motion diagram we iden-
tify the filled black triangles as strong white dwarf candidates
and the filled black triangles as main sequence stars. The V
magnitude, (V − I) color and proper motion, µ, of the white
dwarf candidates are shown in Table 2.
The two stars shown as open triangles have V > 26 and
µ = 1.1µlim and µ = 1.3µlim, respectively, and fall in an unpop-
ulated region of the reduced proper motion diagram. Since we
calculate the 3σ significant proper motion limit µlim with stars
of V < 26 and the proper motions of these faint stars are only
barely above the proper motion limit, it may be the case that
these two stars are not HPM objects at all, but simply spuri-
ous detections at very faint magnitude. However, it may also
be the case that these two stars are moving objects, and are in
fact white dwarfs near the color-turnoff. To move these two ob-
jects into the white dwarf region of the reduced proper motion
diagram would require an error of 0.15 magnitudes in (V − I)
in either our photometry or the theoretical white dwarf cooling
tracks. Since an error of this magnitude is plausible, we will
later consider the possibility that these two objects may belong
to our white dwarf sample. We include these two objects in
Table 2 as marginal candidates.
As noted by Majewski & Siegel (2001), quasars (QSOs) can
be an important contaminant of the white dwarf region of the
reduced proper motion diagram. Majewski & Siegel (2001) in-
vestigate this issue in detail and conclude that the soundest way
to to eliminate QSOs from a white dwarf sample is to choose
only objects which move with some certain minimum proper
motion. They suggest that QSOs are almost certainly detected
at proper motion of less than four times the uncertainty (eg.
µ < 4σ) and that objects with proper motions above this limit
are more certainly WD. The condition µ> 4σ is satisfied for all
of our candidates (see Table 2).
Hereafter we shall refer to WD candidates 1-5 from Table 2
as our 5 WD sample. Since we have the most confidence in
this sample we will devote most discussion to it. We will also
discuss the possibility that the marginal candidates do belong
to our WD sample and will refer to WD candidates 1-7 from
Table 2 as our 7 WD sample. For the sake of completeness, we
will also discuss the possibility that all of our faint candidates
are in error and that only WD 1, 3 and 4 from Table 2 belong to
our WD sample. This will be referred to as the 3 WD sample.
We emphasize that these are not spectrally confirmed WD.
With the exception of the bright candidate at V = 20.7 these ob-
jects are too faint to allow for spectral confirmation with present
technology. We also note that the proper motion of these can-
didates has not been confirmed with a third epoch. A previ-
ous WFPC2 detection of high proper motion WD by Ibata et
al. (1999) has recently been withdrawn after a third epoch re-
vealed the reported proper motion to be a spurious measure-
ment (Richer 2001). We note that all our candidates have sub-
stantially higher counts in both epochs than the second epoch
image of Ibata et al. (1999).
3.2. Kinematics
In order to determine the transverse velocity of each candi-
date, we must first determine its distance, or, equivalently, its
absolute magnitude. In principle, this may be done by finding
the intersection of the color of each candidate with an absolute
magnitude versus color track, such as that shown in Figure 7.
However, because of the color turnoff, the (V − I) color does
not uniquely determine MV . Instead, for each candidate we
have a “young” and an “old” solution as illustrated in Figure 7.
For each solution we may calculate the distance, d = 10
V−MV +5
5
and the transverse velocity, vt = µd, where µ is the proper mo-
tion. Both the young and old solutions for the WD cooling
time, distance, and transverse velocity are shown in Table 2.
We include error bars on the derived quantities (cooling time,
distance, transverse velocity and absolute magnitude) by cal-
culating the maximum and minimum values obtained while I
adjusting the V magnitude and (V − I) color by one unit of er-
6ror (0.15 mag for V and 0.20 mag for (V − I)). We note that the
cooling time is not the total age of the WD as it does not include
the main sequence lifetime of the WD precursors.
In a simplistic sense, the marginal candidates have no so-
lution for the derived parameters since they do not intersect a
white dwarf track in (V − I) color. We assume that it is plausible
that the observed (V − I) color is wrong by some small amount
and that they may just barely intersect the reddest point of the
theoretical white dwarf track. Since we assume they only barely
intersect the tip of the color turnoff, they cross the white dwarf
track at only one point and have only one solution.
Also, we note that even if all the “old” solutions are correct,
most of our WD are located at least one thin disk scaleheight
(300 pc) above the plane. We also include the proper motion in
the direction of increasing Galactic longitude, l˙, and latitude, b˙
in Table 2. The spherical coordinate system employed implies
that µ =
√
(l˙ cosb)2 + (b˙)2.
This two solution ambiguity is not present in brighter, ground
based samples where the distance can be determined with a
photometric distance relation. Such a relation is essentially a
linear fit to the young branch of a WD track in a color-absolute
magnitude diagram. One such relation is derived in Oppen-
heimer et al. (2001) using the Bergeron, Ruiz & Leggett (1997)
sample of nearby white dwarfs for which parallax distances are
available. The Oppenheimer et al. (2001) sample employs this
relation without much fear of ambiguity because in their filters
(BJ, R59F) the color turnoff does not occur until a cooling time
of∼13.5 Gyr. In contrast, in our filters, the color turnoff occurs
at the relatively short cooling time of ∼10 Gyr.
In Oppenheimer et al. (2001), the white dwarfs are roughly
divided into thick disk and halo components by examining the
location of the white dwarfs on a (U,V ) diagram, the velocity
components towards the Galactic center and in the direction of
Galactic rotation, respectively. The authors are able to calculate
space velocities without information about the radial velocites
by assuming that the velocity out of the plane, W , is zero (the
mean value for all stars in the disk). Since the Oppenheimer et
al. (2001) sample is near the South Galactic cap, this is not a
bad assumption in the mean.
We encounter several difficulties in determining the space ve-
locities of our sample: the two solution distance ambiguity, the
lack of radial velocities and a lower Galactic latitude (b∼ 60◦)
at which it is more difficult to make assumptions about the con-
tribution of the radial velocity to the space velocities. In the
next section we attempt a division of our sample into various
Galactic components without making assumptions about the
distances and velocties of our WD candidates.
4. SIMULATIONS
In this section, we interpret our results in a method inde-
pendent of the white dwarf distance and assumptions about the
young or old solutions. Instead, we examine our sample using
only the directly observable variables (V,V − I, ~µ). We begin
in §4.1 by determining the number of white dwarf detections
we expect from known stellar populations and compare this to
our observed number. In §4.2 we consider a possible contri-
bution from a white dwarf dark halo. §4.1 and §4.2 define our
reference model of the Galaxy. In §4.3 we attempt a statisti-
cal division of our sample into several galactic components. In
§4.4 we discuss alternative models of the Galaxy. In §4.6 we
discuss the possiblity of alternative WD samples.
4.1. Expected number of white dwarfs from known stellar
populations
First, we construct a simulation of the local WD populations
of the MW, calculate the expected number of WD detections
from each population, and compare this number with the Groth
strip observations. In principle, given a model for each Milky
Way component, we are able to predict the number of expected
WD detections because we have an accurate estimate of our
detection efficiency as a function of both proper motion and
magnitude.
In the simulation, we explore three known stellar components
of the Milky Way: the thin disk, thick disk and stellar halo. Es-
timating the number of WD we can detect from each compo-
nent requires the knowledge of many model parameters. These
parameters include n0, the local number density of WD, ρ(R,z)
or ρ(r), the shape of the density function (in cylindrical (R,z) or
spherical (r) coordinates), va, the asymmetric drift of the pop-
ulation, and (σU ,σV ,σW ), the velocity dispersions towards the
Galactic center, in the direction of Galactic rotation and out of
the plane towards the Galactic North Pole. We also need a WD
luminosity function suitable for the age distribution and initial
mass function (IMF) of each component. For all components,
we assume that the number density of WD has the same shape
as the mass density, i.e. n(R,z) = ρ(R,z)/m¯WD where m¯WD is the
mean WD mass.
We model the Milky Way thin and thick disks as double ex-
ponentials of form
ndisk(R,z) = nc exp
(
−
R
Rd
−
∣∣∣∣ zzd
∣∣∣∣
)
, (2)
where R and z are cylindrical coordinates with origin at the
Galactic center, Rd is the scale length, zd is the scale height
and nc is the central density. The central density is determined
from the local density by nc = n0,disk exp(R0/Rd) and R0 = 8.5
kpc is the radius of the solar circle.
For the thin disk, we use the parameters Rd = 4 kpc and zd =
0.3 kpc. (Note that Majewski & Siegel (2001) argue for a larger
scale height for the thin disk.) The thin disk velocity dispersions
and asymmetric drift are taken to be (σU ,σV ,σW ) = (34,21,18)
km/s and va = 6 km/s (Binney & Tremaine 1998). For the thick
disk we use the parameters Rd = 4 kpc and zd = 1.0 kpc. The
thick disk velocity dispersions and asymmetric drift are taken
to be (σU ,σV ,σW ) = (61,58,39) km/s and va = 36 km/s (Binney
& Tremaine 1998).
The Milky Way stellar halo density is given by
n(r)stellar halo = n0,stellar halo(r/R0)−3.5 , (3)
where r is Galactocentric radius and R0 = 8.5 kpc is the Galac-
tocentric radius of the Sun (Giudice, Mollerach & Rollet 1994).
The velocity dispersions are taken from Chiba & Beers (2000)
to be (σU ,σV ,σW ) = (141,106,94) km/s and we assume an
asymmetric drift of va = 220 km/s.
Our initial assumptions for n0 are guided by previous ob-
servations. The local thin disk WD density has been deter-
mined in two independent samples to be n0,thin ≈ 4× 10−3
pc−3 (Legget, Ruiz & Bergeron 1998; Knox, Hawkins & Ham-
bly 1999). We scale the thick disk to the thin disk such that
n0,thin/n0,thick = 42 as in Alcock et al. (2000). The stellar halo
WD density is estimated from subdwarf star counts and a stan-
dard initial mass function in Gould, Flynn & Bahcall (1998) as
n0,stellar halo = 2.2× 10−5 pc−3 (for m¯W D = 0.6 M⊙).
Our choice of a suitable luminosity function for each com-
ponent is more arbitrary. We create luminosity functions us-
ing the white dwarf cooling curves of Richer et al. (2000),
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main sequence lifetimes from Girardi et al. (2000) and initial
main sequence mass to final white dwarf mass relations from
van den Hoek & Groenewegen (1997). For the known stellar
populations, we assume a Saltpeter initial mass function with
α = −2.35 and we make the approximation that when stars leave
the main sequence they instantly become white dwarfs. The
cooling curves of Richer et al. (2000) are appropriate to white
dwarfs with a mixture of carbon and oxygen cores and a hydro-
gen surface layer.
For the thin disk we assume a metallicity Z = 0.02 and a uni-
form star formation rate over the past 11 Gyr. Gilmore (2000)
asserts that all thick disk and field halo stars formed within 1–2
Gyr of the onset of star formation, and that there is no detectable
age interval between the formation of the field halo stars and the
formation of the thick disk. Thus, we model both the thick disk
and stellar halo as populations with a uniform star formation
rate between 11–12 Gyr with initial metallicity Z = 0.004. The
luminosity functions we generate are shown in Figure (9).
The geometry and stellar content of the thin disk, thick disk
and stellar halo described above will be referred to hereafter as
our reference model for the known stellar populations.
We begin the simulation by generating a large sample of WD
from each component with parameters drawn from models de-
scribed above. For each simulated WD, we draw a distance
along the line of sight, d < dmax, weighted appropriately ac-
cording to the density distribution. We choose dmax = 5.0 kpc, a
distance large compared to our maximum WD detection limit.
We randomly choose space velocities, (U,V,W ) from a Gaus-
sian distribution with the appropriate velocity dispersions. We
also draw a luminosity, MV , according to the component lumi-
nosity function. A color, (V − I), is then assigned according to
the tracks for a 0.6 M⊙ WD from Richer et al. (2000).
Next, we transform variables into the observable quantities.
The space velocities are transformed into a radial velocity, vr,
and velocities in the direction of Galactic longitude and latitude,
(vl,vb), by inverting the following system of equations:
U = U⊙ + vr cosbcos l − vb sinbcos l − vl sin l , (4)
V = V⊙ + vr cosbsin l − vb sinbsin l + vl cos l , (5)
W = W⊙ + vr sinb + vb cosb . (6)
In these equations, vl = d µl cosb, vb = d µb, and (U⊙,V⊙,W⊙)
= (10, 5.2, 7.2) km/s is the motion of the Sun with respect to
the LSR (Dehnen & Binney 1998). The transverse velocity on
the sky is then vt =
√
v2b + v
2
l and the proper motion is given by(
µ
′′/y
)
= 0.211
(
vt
km/s
)(
d
pc
)
−1
. (7)
The apparent magnitude is determined by V = MV +
5log(d/pc) − 5. Finally, we draw a random number, r between
0.0 and 1.0 and declare the WD to be detectable if r < ǫ(V ) and
µlim ∼ 0.014′′/y <µ<µmax ∼ 0.1′′/y. The function ǫ(V ) indi-
cates our detection efficiency as a function of V magnitude as
plotted in Figure 6.
In this way, we create large lists of detectable and non-
detectable WD for each component, k, from which we may
determine the fraction of WD detected in each component, fk.
We then integrate the number density along our line of sight to
determine the number of WD, Kk, out to dmax = 5.0 kpc. The
number of WD from this component we expect to see in the
Groth strip is then νk = fkKk.
As discussed above, the number of expected WD in the Groth
strip determined by these simulations scales linearly with our
assumptions about the local density of each component. The
expected number of WD detections in the Groth strip from
known stellar populations scale as
νthin disk = 0.5
(
n0,thin disk
4.0× 10−3pc−3
)
, (8)
νthick disk = 0.1
(
n0,thick disk
9.5× 10−5pc−3
)
, (9)
νstellar halo = 0.2
(
n0,stellar halo
2.2× 10−5pc−3
)
. (10)
The expected number of white dwarfs from known stellar popu-
lations is relatively insensitive to our somewhat arbitrary choice
of absolute magnitude luminosity functions. The insensitivity is
due to the fact that the apparent magnitude luminosity functions
of each component are actually determined more by the kine-
matics of each component then the input absolute magnitude
luminosity function. For instance, as the thin disk is the most
severely proper motion limited, thin disk WDs are detected at a
mean distance much closer to the observer and thus at a much
brighter apparent magnitude. Even a drastic adjustment to the
input absolute magnitude luminosity function such as giving
the thick disk an age of 0–11 Gyr only increases the expected
contribution from the thick disk by ∼ 40%. Alternative disk
luminosity functions are discussed in further detail in § 4.4.1.
We expect to detect a total of 0.9 white dwarfs from known
stellar populations, if our assumptions about the local white
dwarf densities, n0, are accurate. Even if we presume a max-
imal thick disk with a local density scaling to the thin disk of
∼ 5 (instead of 42), the expected total number of detections is
still less then 2. (We note that using the thin disk scale height
of Majewski & Siegel (2001) increases the expected number of
thin disk detections to 1.9. This is discussed further in § 4.4.1.)
Clearly, our observed sample of 5 white dwarfs is a signif-
icant deviation from an expected number of ∼1–2. However,
the source of the excess of white dwarfs is an open question.
Perhaps the simplest explanation is that our estimate of the lo-
cal white dwarf densities n0 are too small for one or more of
the known stellar components. Another possibility is that the
excess of white dwarfs arises from a fourth component: a dark
halo made of ancient white dwarfs. Below, we discuss what we
would expect to detect from such a white dwarf component.
4.2. Dark halo WD
Using the same procedure as for the known stellar popula-
tions, we estimate the number of WD detections we expect if
some fraction, fW D, of the Milky Way dark matter halo is made
up of white dwarfs. This discussion is motivated by recent mi-
crolensing results which suggest that 8%–50% of the dark halo
is made up of MACHOs with a most likely MACHO mass be-
tween 0.15 and 0.9 M⊙ (Alcock et al. 2000).
The Milky Way dark halo density is modeled as
n(r)dark = n0,dark halo R
2
0 + a
2
r2 + a2
, (11)
where r is Galactocentric radius, R0 = 8.5 kpc is the Galacto-
centric radius of the Sun, and a = 5 kpc is the halo core radius
(Alcock et al. 2000). We use the same velocity dispersions and
asymmetric drift as for the stellar halo.
If a substantial portion of the Milky Way dark halo is com-
posed of WD, the initial mass function of this population must
8be rather sharply peaked in order to avoid chemical evolution
constraints. The most plausible initial mass function is peaked
at around 2 M⊙ (Fields, Freese & Graff 2000). As an example,
we construct a dark halo luminosity function with a uniform
star formation rate between 13.0 and 14.0 Gyr with the IMF1
of Chabrier, Segretain & Méra (1996) (hereafter referred to as
96IMF1). This IMF is of the form
φ(m)∝ exp−(m¯/m)β m−α, (12)
where m¯ = 2.0, β = 2.2, and α = 5.15 and peaks around ∼
1.3M⊙. We estimate main sequence lifetimes from Z = 0.001
stars from Girardi et al. (2000) and assume stars instantly be-
come WD on leaving the main sequence. This choice of dark
halo luminosity function is also shown in Figure 9. The geome-
try, age distribution and 96IMF1 initial mass function described
above will hereafter be referred to as our reference model for
the dark halo.
The number of expected detections from the dark halo scales
as
νdark halo = 3.0
(
n0,dark halo
1.6× 10−3pc−3
)
(13)
where n0,dark halo = ρ0,dark haloM¯W D · fW D, and fW D indicates the frac-
tion of the total halo dark matter made up of white dwarfs.
We assume a local dark halo mass density ρ0,dark halo = 8.0×
10−3M⊙ pc−3, a mean white dwarf mass of 0.5 M⊙ and scale
our answer to a white dwarf halo fraction of 10% ( fW D = 0.10).
The number of expected dark halo white dwarfs is relatively
insensitive to the age of the dark halo in the range 12-14 Gyr.
However, νdark halo depends critically on the choice of IMF. The
IMF described above has the lowest mean initial mass of all
the Chabrier IMFs, implying that stars remain on the main se-
quence longer, and have spent less time cooling as white dwarfs
thus giving us the brightest possible dark halo luminosity func-
tion. Using IMF2 from Chabrier, Segretain & Méra (1996)
(hereafter 96IMF2) which has a slightly higher mean main se-
quence mass results in a slightly fainter white dwarf luminos-
ity function and decreases the expected number of dark halo
white dwarf detections to νdark halo ∼ 1 for a 10% WD halo
( fW D = 0.1).
4.3. Dividing the sample: a maximum likelihood approach
Taken at face value, if we accept the local white dwarf den-
sities from known stellar populations derived in § 4.1 then the
total number of WD candidates, NW D = 5 implies νdark halo =
5 − 0.5 − 0.1 − 0.3 = 4.1, which by Equation (13) implies a dark
halo WD fraction fW D = 0.14, in line with the microlensing re-
sults of Alcock et al. (2000). This interpretation is mislead-
ing because our knowledge of the local white dwarf densities
and various other model parameters is imperfect. It is not clear
whether the excess white dwarfs in our sample arise from an ex-
cess of white dwarfs from known stellar populations or whether
we must invoke the presence of a fourth dark component to ex-
plain our results.
In order to address this question, we must use more informa-
tion about our sample than simply the total number of observed
white dwarfs. Ideally, we would approach the separation of our
sample into various components with a purely kinematic ap-
proach as in Koopmans & Blandford (2001), removing the most
uncertain aspect of our models (age and initial mass functions
of each component) from the calculation all together. However,
the white dwarfs in our sample are, with one exception, too
faint to allow for spectroscopic velocity measurements. They
are also potentially too old to allow for a photometric distance
calculation as in Oppenheimer et al. (2001) and too distant for
parallax measurements. Conversely, samples which are bright
enough to allow for distance determinations are not able to ex-
clude the presence of a truly ancient WD dark halo (see e.g. §10
of Koopmans & Blandford (2001)). The existence of an ancient
WD halo must be confirmed or denied with a sample in which
space velocities cannot be measured, only proper motions.
Proper motions alone will not currently allow any reasonable
division of our sample into four separate components. In order
to accomplish this we must use all the available information for
each white dwarf : (V,V − I,~µ). Using the component mod-
els described above, we may form four dimensional distribu-
tion functions in these variables and compare the shape of these
distributions with our observed sample. The comparison takes
the form of a maximum likelihood analysis in which we deter-
mine what linear combination of distributions from each com-
ponent best fits our observed sample. By introducing the lumi-
nosity and color information into the analysis instead of focus-
ing solely on kinematics, our results will depend somewhat on
our assumptions about the luminosity functions (especially for
division between the stellar and dark halo). Since improved fu-
ture knowledge about the age and initial mass functions of each
component and a larger sample size may reduce this sensitivity,
we proceed with a brief investigation of one possible method for
separation of a white dwarf sample into various components us-
ing only the photometric and astrometric information available
for faint objects.
In Figure 10, we show the one dimensional projections of
the distribution functions P(V,V − I,~µ) for detectable WD in
our simulations from the thin disk (blue), thick disk (red), stel-
lar halo (black) and dark halo (green). The parameters for each
Galactic component are those of our reference model described
in § 4.1 and § 4.2. We also show the distribution of the ob-
served 5 WD sample as a dashed black histogram. All curves
have been normalized such that the total area under the curve
is unity. The proper motion vector has been divided into two
components, µl and µb, the proper motion in the direction of
increasing galactic latitude and longitude, respectively.
The curves in Figure 10 are the one dimensional projection
of a four dimensional cube, Pk(V,V − I,~µ), in which each ele-
ment of the cube, i, holds the probability that a WD from each
component k will be detected within some small volume ele-
ment centered about (V,V − I,~µ). The cube is normalized such
that the sum over all cells is unity,∑
i
Pk(Vi,Vi − Ii,~µi) = 1.0 . (14)
If the number of WD drawn from a given component is νk, then
the occupation number of cell i is
λik = νk Pk(Vi,Vi − Ii, ~µi) . (15)
If we sum the four dimensional cubes over all components, k,
multiplied by the appropriate coefficient, νk, we create the dis-
tribution function of white dwarfs for the entire galaxy. The
occupation number of a cell in this cube is thus
λi =
∑
k
νkPk(Vi,Vi − Ii, ~µi) . (16)
We assume that the cell size is small enough that λi << 1.0
and that in a given sample of observed WD, a cell will contain
at most one white dwarf. A sample of observed WD then de-
fines two sets of cells: the set F whose cells are filled with the
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observed WD, and the set E whose cells are empty. Given a
defined set F of observed WD, the likelihood of a configuration
with a given set of coefficients {νk} is
L = L(νk) =
[∑
i∈F
λi
][∑
i∈E
(1.0 −λi)
]
. (17)
Maximizing over the four dimensional space, we find that the
maximum likelihood occurs at (νthin disk, νthick disk, νstellar halo,
νdark halo)= (3.0,0.0,0.0,2.0)≡ (w0,x0,y0,z0).
In Figure (11), we show a two dimensional projection of the
likelihood space where we sum over the thin and thick disk to
form a “disk” component, and sum over the stellar and dark
halo to form a “halo” component. That is, for each point in this
two dimensional surface we average all points in the four di-
mensional likelihood surface where (νthin disk + νthick disk = νdisk)
and (νstellar halo + νdark halo = νhalo). The vertical dashed line
shows the number of expected disk white dwarfs assuming the
canonical number densities of Equations 8 and 9. The hori-
zontal dashed line shows the number of expected stellar halo
white dwarfs with the canonical number density of Equation 10.
Our most likely point in this projection falls at νdisk = 3.75,
νhalo = 1.5, several orders of magnitude in likelihood from the
intersection of the two canonical values. This plot emphasizes
that we see too many WD in all components, disk and halo.
We calculate statistical error bars on the set of νk in the four
dimensional maximum likelihood analysis using Bayes’ Theo-
rem:
P(w,x,y,z) = P(w,x,y,z|{w0,x0,y0,z0}actual) (18)
=
P(w0,x0,y0,z0|w,x,y,z)∑
w,x,y,z P(w0,x0,y0,z0|w,x,y,z)
(19)
The term on the left hand side is the probabil-
ity of finding the maximum likelihood value at
(νthin disk,νthick disk,νstellar halo,νdark halo) = (w,x,y,z) if the ac-
tual values are (νthin disk, νthick disk, νstellar halo, νdark halo) =
(w0,x0,y0,z00). The terms on the right hand side are computed
in a monte carlo fashion. To compute P(w0,x0,y0,z0|w,x,y,z)
we assume that (νthin disk, νthick disk, νstellar halo, νdark halo) =
(w,x,y,z) are the correct parameters and form 2000 simu-
lated data sets drawn from the co-added four dimensional
distribution function with these coefficients. For each sim-
ulated data set we compute the maximum likelihood point.
P(w0,x0,y0,z0|w,x,y,z) is then the fraction of the simulated data
sets with input coefficients (w,x,y,z) whose maximum likeli-
hood point falls within some small volume of (w0,x0,y0,z0).
We have now created a four dimensional probability distri-
bution function P(w,x,y,z) in parameter space. We reduce this
to more intuitive one dimensional functions by summing over
the remaining variables, eg.
P(w) =
∑
x,y,z P(w0,x0,y0,z0|w,x,y,z)∑
w,x,y,z P(w0,x0,y0,z0|w,x,y,z)
. (20)
The resulting probability distribution function for
νthin disk,νthick disk,νstellar halo and νdark halo are shown in Fig-
ure 14. The curves have been arbitrarily renormalized such
that the total area under each curve is 1.0. We compute 1σ error
bars as the smallest distance which encloses 69% of the area
under the curve, giving νthin disk = 3.0+0.9
−0.8, νthick disk = 0.0+0.8,
νstellar halo = 0.0+0.8 and νdark halo = 2.0+0.8
−0.8. The error bar calcu-
lation is extremely computationally intensive and we estimate
that the sums expressed in Equation 20 are converged to ∼5%.
We devoted the available CPU cycles in such a manner that
the peaks of the probability distribution functions in Figure 14
were calculated to greater accuracy then the wings. Further
computation would serve to raise the wings slightly and thus
increase the error bars slightly.
These values may now be used to work backwards to ob-
served values for the local WD number densities using the
scaling relations in Equations (8–10) and (13). With the er-
ror bars calculated as described above, our final analysis yields
n0,thin disk = 2.4+0.7
−0.6× 10−2 pc−3, n0,thick disk = 0.0+7.6× 10−4 pc−3,
n0,stellar halo = 0.0+7.7×10−5 pc−3, n0,dark halo = 1.0+0.4
−0.4×10−3 pc−3.
Given this model of the dark halo using the 96IMF1 dark
halo luminosity function, our results imply the presence of a
∼ 7% white dwarf dark halo (with substantial statistical error
bars) and an excess of thin disk white dwarfs. The thin disk
contribution is∼ 6 times the canonical value. However, the sta-
tistical error bars on the thin disk contribution are quite large -
even with the error bars projected into one dimension, we are
still less then 2.5σ from the canonical value. It is also possible
that this spuriously high value arises because our model of the
thin disk is wrong. We discuss the possibility of a thin disk with
a much larger scale height (Majewski & Siegel 2001) in § 4.4.1.
4.4. Alternative Galactic models
We define in § 4.1 and § 4.2 one possible model for our
Galaxy. However, all parameters in this model are uncertain to
some extent. The kinematics are uncertain for stars as distant as
our sample and the age and initial mass functions chosen above
are certainly disputable. In this section we explore alternative
and equally credible models of the Galaxy. Although the mod-
ifications we explore below do change our results somewhat,
our solution always returns roughly∼ 3 disk WD and ∼ 2 halo
WD. Minor modifications to our models and procedure shift the
disk WD around between the thin and thick disk and the halo
WD between the stellar and dark halo.
In the following examples, we do not recompute statistical
error bars as this exercise is prohibitively computationally ex-
pensive. We include this section to emphasize that our statis-
tical error bars of ∼ 30% are actually small compared to the
systematic uncertainties in our models.
4.4.1. Alternative disk models
Our models for the thin and thick disk include information
about both the geometry (density profiles, scale heights, veloc-
ity dispersions) and stellar content (age distribution, initial mass
function) of each component. We find that the division of our
sample between the thin and thick disks is insensitive to the age
distributions of the disk components and depends mainly on the
kinematics.
In § 4.3 we describe the results of our maximum likelihood
analysis using our reference model which has a thin disk of
age 0–11 Gyr and a thick disk of age 11–12 Gyr, modelling
the thick disk as an old population formed in a single burst.
At the opposite extreme, we may consider a thick disk whose
age distribution is identical to that of the thin disk, uniform star
formation from 0–11 Gyr ago. This gives a thick disk abso-
lute luminosity function nearly identical to that of the thin disk,
shown in Figure 12. (The small variation between the thin and
thick disk luminosity function is due to our different metallicity
assumptions, Z=0.02 for the thin disk and Z=0.004 for the thick
disk.)
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However, despite the near identical nature of the thin and
thick disk absolute magnitude luminosity functions in Fig-
ure 12, the resulting apparent magnitude luminosity functions
(shown in Figure 13) are quite different. Conversely, despite
the great difference in absolute magnitude luminosity function
between the 0–11 Gyr thick disk in Figure 12 and the 11–12
Gyr thick disk in Figure 9, the apparent magnitude luminos-
ity functions of the thick disks in Figures 10 and 13 are very
similar.
The apparent magnitude luminosity functions of the 0–11
Gyr and 11–12 Gyr thick disks remain similar because the ap-
parent magnitude luminosity functions are more sensitive to
the kinematics than to the input absolute magnitude functions.
The thin disk has smaller velocity dispersions and is, there-
fore, more severely proper motion limited than the thick. Thus,
the mean distance at which we detect a thin disk WD is much
smaller than the mean distance at which we detect a thick disk
WD. From this it follows that the detectable thin disk WD are
also brighter in apparent magnitude.
The kinematics dominate the difference in apparent magni-
tude luminosity functions of the thin and thick disks to such an
extent that a by-eye comparison of the thick disk distributions in
Figures 10 and 13 shows that the difference in observable quan-
tities between a thick disk of age 11–12 Gyr and a thick disk of
age 0–11 Gyr is slight. Performing our maximum likelihood
analysis with the 0–11 Gyr thick disk and the other compo-
nents as in our reference model, we find, n0,thin disk = 2.4×10−2
pc−3,n0,thick disk = 0.0 pc−3, n0,stellar halo = 0.0 pc−3, n0,dark halo =
1.0×10−3 pc−3, identical to our results with the old, burst model
for the thick disk.
We also explore the possibility that our model for the thin
disk is in error. Recent results by Majewski & Siegel (2001)
suggest that the canonical thin disk scale height is too small.
They suggest a scale height of 400-600 pc for old thin disk pop-
ulations. If their assertion is correct, the effect on our simula-
tions is substantial as the great majority of our WD candidates
are detected at least one scale scaleheight above the plane. This
effect would be evident in our sample as an overabundance of
thin disk white dwarfs compared to what we expect to see with
a thin disk with a scaleheight of 300 pc.
We model the Majewski & Siegel (2001) thin disk as a disk
with scaleheight 500 pc, 5/3 larger then the canonical value. To
maintain consistency with the Boltzman equations, we scale the
thin disk velocity dispersions by the same factor of 5/3 (Bin-
ney & Tremaine 1998). This model gives an expected number
of thin disk white dwarf detections
νthin disk = 1.9
(
n0,thin disk
4.0× 10−3pc−3
)
, (21)
and the maximum likelihood analysis gives n0,thin disk = 6.2×
10−3 pc−3, n0,thick disk = 0.0 pc−3, n0,stellar halo = 0.0 pc−3, and
n0,dark halo = 1.0× 10−3 pc−3 with the other components mod-
elled as in our reference model. Assuming a statistical error
bar of ∼ 30%, the Majewski & Siegel (2001) thick disk scale
height lowers our local thin disk density to within ∼ 1 sigma of
the canonical value.
4.4.2. Alternative halo models
Since the stellar halo and dark halo in our models have sim-
ilar density profiles and identical kinematics, the separation of
the halo signal into the stellar halo and dark halo depends en-
tirely on our assumptions about their stellar content. In §4.3 we
assumed a stellar halo of age 11–12 Gyr with a Saltpeter ini-
tial mass function and a dark halo of age 13–14 Gyr with the
96IMF1 initial mass function. This led to a result suggesting a
∼ 7% white dwarf dark halo.
However, this result depends entirely on our choice of initial
mass function for the dark halo. Any assumption which makes
the dark halo luminosity function any fainter will shift the halo
signal from the dark halo to the stellar halo. For instance, a
switch to the 96IMF2 initial mass function gives a most likely
answer of νthin disk = 3.0, νthick disk = 0.0, νstellar halo = 2.0 and
νdark halo = 0.0, or n0,thin disk = 2.4× 10−2 pc−3,n0,thick disk = 0.0
pc−3, n0,stellar halo = 2.2× 10−4 pc−3, n0,dark halo = 0.0 pc−3. The
small change in initial mass function removes all signal from
the dark halo and gives results for the stellar halo within 1σ of
Koopmans & Blandford (2001).
We note that even if our halo signal belongs in the stellar halo
instead of the dark halo, it still implies a halo white dwarf den-
sity ∼ 10 times higher then expected from halo field star counts
(Gould, Flynn & Bahcall 1998) and still implies that∼ 1.5% of
the halo mass is in white dwarfs. These estimates are consistent
with the results of Oppenheimer et al. (2001).
4.4.3. Constrained models
In this section, we consider two constrained models in which
we fix the value of the local density for certain components and
fit for the local density of the remaining components. Again, we
do not recompute statistical error bars for the examples in this
section. All examples in this section use the reference models
for each Galactic component described in § 4.1 and 4.2.
First, we consider a solution in which we constrain the thin
disk contribution to the expected value of νthin disk = 0.5 (or
n0,thin disk = 4.0× 10−3 pc−3) as given by Equation 8. Unsur-
prisingly, most of the remaining disk signal shifts into the thick
disk, giving n0,thick disk = 1.9×10−3 pc−3, n0,stellar halo = 0.0 pc−3,
n0,dark halo = 8.2× 10−4 pc−3.
Next, we performed an experiment in which we adopt the
Koopmans & Blandford (2001) approach and first remove the
thin disk contribution by hand and fit only for contributions
from the thick disk and a stellar halo. In this approach, we
remove our brightest candidate (WD3) and fit only for the thick
disk and stellar halo. We find n0,thick disk = 3.2× 10−3 pc−3 and
n0,stellar halo = 6.1× 10−5 pc−5. Allowing for a statistical error
bar in our measurements of ∼30%, this is within 1.5σ of their
results. We also note that the Koopmans & Blandford (2001)
point in Figure 11 falls within ∼ 1.5σ of our most likely point.
4.5. Alternative WD samples
A final source of uncertainty in our analysis is the observed
sample of WD itself. As discussed in §3.1 there is some pos-
sibility that our WD sample should include the two marginal
candidates WD6 and WD7, giving us a 7 WD sample. Taking
the opposite approach we might conclude that all our faint can-
didates should be excluded and include only WD1, WD3 and
WD4, giving a 3 WD sample.
In Figure 15 we compare the 3 WD sample to the one di-
mensional distribution functions of our reference model using
the 96IMF1 dark halo luminosity function. This sample gives
(νthin disk, νthick disk, νstellar halo, νdark halo) = (3.0,0.0,0.0,0.0) for
a thin disk density n0,thin disk = 2.4+0.7
−0.6× 10−2 pc−3.
In Figure 16 we compare the 7 WD sample to the
one dimensional distribution functions. This sample gives
(νthin disk,νthick disk,νstellar halo,νdark halo) = (2.0,3.5,0.0,1.7). The
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thin disk contribution is lower for the larger sample because the
outlier at V = 20.7 is less significant. That is, in one dimen-
sion, this outlier accounts for only 14% of the area under the
observed WD V magnitude histogram instead of 20% or 33%.
The maximum likelihood analysis can put less “power” in the
thin disk and still fit this outlier. The extra power in this anal-
ysis falls entirely into the thick disk. The 7 WD sample gives
densities of n0,thin disk = 1.5× 10−2 pc−3, n0,thick disk = 3.3× 10−3
pc−3, n0,stellar halo = 0.0 pc−3, n0,dark halo = 9.6× 10−5 pc−3, or a
6% WD halo.
5. DISCUSSION
Koopmans & Blandford (2001) and Reid, Sahu & Hawley
(2001) demonstrate that the Oppenheimer et al. (2001) results
do not necessarily imply the presence of a substantial white
dwarf dark matter halo. They also note that due to the color
turnoff of ancient white dwarfs a survey with such a bright lim-
iting magnitude cannot exclude the presence of an ancient white
dwarf halo of age ≫ 10 Gyr. To exclude an ancient halo re-
quires a survey with a substantially fainter limiting magnitude,
such as this one.
For faint or ancient white dwarfs, spectroscopic velocities are
not available, parallax measurements cannot be made and pho-
tometric distance relations calibrated at bright magnitudes are
potentially unreliable. Therefore, the division of a faint white
dwarf sample into disk and halo contributions must be done
without true kinematic (velocity) information.
In this work, we have explored such a statistical separation
using only the directly observable quantities of the five high
proper motion white dwarf candidates detected in a second
WFPC2 epoch of the Groth-Westphal strip. The small sample
size and our imperfect knowledge of the characteristics of the
putative white dwarf dark halo lead to possible large systematic
errors in our analysis. Using the 96IMF1 dark halo gives a 7%
white dwarf halo and n0,thin disk = 2.4+0.5
−0.4 × 10−2 pc−2, a gross
excess of thin disk white dwarfs. However, we explore several
alternative Galactic models which demonstrate that uncertain-
ties in our models lead to possible systematic errors which may
be larger then the quoted statistical errors.
For instance, the thin disk local density can be lowered four-
fold and brought to within 1 sigma of the canonical value by as-
suming the larger thin disk scale height suggested by Majewski
& Siegel (2001). Also, if we assume a slightly different dark
halo initial mass function, the halo signal shifts to the stellar
halo where it implies a local stellar halo white dwarf density of
n0,stellar halo ∼ 2.2×10−4, about 10 times higher then the canon-
ical value and similar to the results reported by Oppenheimer et
al. (2001).
The use of external constraints also affects our results. If
we constrain the thin disk contribution to the canonical value,
or attempt to remove the thin disk contribution by hand (as in
Koopmans & Blandford (2001)), the disk signal shifts into the
thick disk, giving n0,thick disk ∼ 3×10−3 pc−3. This elevated thick
disk density is similar to the results of Koopmans & Blandford
(2001).
However, regardless of the details of our models, we always
find ∼ 3 disk white dwarfs and ∼ 2 halo white dwarfs, a clear
excess above the ∼1–2 total detections expected from known
stellar populations. We are unable to definitely determine the
source of the excess signal, but its existence seems clear. We
summarize the local densities found in our various calculations
in Table 3.
We note that the ages, abundances and kinematics of the
known stellar populations of our Galaxy are still a source of
lively debate. We have attempted to highlight how our results
depend on our assumptions about these quantities in §4.4. At-
tempts to more precisely determine the properties of the various
components of our Galaxy will benefit from surveys with very
precise astrometry.
Both our results and those of Oppenheimer et al. (2001)
are intriguing and together explore the two extremes of survey
philosophies: bright limiting magnitude with many objects and
faint limiting magnitude with few objects. The Oppenheimer et
al. (2001) sample is bright enough to be able to employ photo-
metric distance calibrations, however, fainter surveys necessary
to truly exclude or confirm the dark white dwarf halo must em-
ploy an approach more similar to ours. Future improved knowl-
edge of the input model characteristics and a faint sample with
more objects may reduce the model dependencies which ham-
per our conclusions.
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FIG. 1.— The uncertainty in the centroids computed by HSTphot as a function of V magnitude. The uncertainty is estimated using our artificial star tests. ∆R1
indicates the difference between the input and recovered centroid for artifical stars in the epoch 1 frames. ∆R2 indicates the same quantity for epoch 2.
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FIG. 2.— Residuals in the X coordinate, ∆X , to the transformations between epochs. The top two panels show ∆X plotted versus the X and Y position on the
chip. The third panel shows the residuals as a function of V magnitude. The bottom panel shows the residuals as a function of radius from the distortion center of
the chip. Residals are plotted in units of arcseconds.
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FIG. 3.— As in Figure 2 but for residuals in the Y coordinate, ∆Y .
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FIG. 4.— Vector plot of the residuals to the transformations as a function of position on the chip. The residuals are multiplied by a factor of 40 to improve
visibility.
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FIG. 5.— Vector proper motions for the high proper motion objects as a function of position on the WFPC2 chip. The proper motions are multiplied by a factor
of 20 to improve visibility.
FIG. 6.— The fraction of objects detected as a function of V magnitude, ǫ(V ) and proper motion, ǫ(µ). Results are averaged over all Groth strip fields.
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FIG. 7.— Cooling curves for a 0.6 M⊙ WD from the models of (Richer et al. 2000). As WD cool H2 molecules form in the atmosphere and create an opacity
which is very strong in the near infra-red and forces the flux to emerge at bluer wavelengths. Thus, in a V versus (V − I) color magnitude diagram a WD initially
cools along a blackbody curve, but eventually the WD start to become blue again. Because of this bend in the cooling track, a given (V − I) color intersects the
cooling curve at two points (black dotted line) , giving both a “young” (blue square and short-dashed lines) and an “old” solution (red triangle and long-dashed lines.
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FIG. 8.— Reduced proper motion diagram for all HPM objects in the Groth Strip. The strong WD candidates are shown as filled black triangles, the nearby
HPM main sequence stars are shown as filled black squares. The open triangles indicate the two marginal white dwarf candidates discussed in §3.1. The small
dots indicate a simulated sample of detectable WD in the thin disk (blue), thick disk (red), stellar halo (black) and dark halo (green). The small crosses indicated a
simulated sample of low mass main sequence stars (M < 0.9M⊙) from the thin disk (blue), thick disk (red) and stellar halo (black).
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FIG. 9.— White dwarf luminosity functions for the thin disk (blue solid line), thick disk (red dotted line), stellar halo (black short-dashed line) and dark halo
(green long-dashed line). The dark halo luminosity function is created using the 96IMF1 initial mass function parameters.
FIG. 10.— Distributions of detectable WD in the simulations as a function of the observable parameters (V,V − I,~µ) for various Milky Way components. We
show thin disk WD as a blue solid line, thick disk WD as a red dotted line, stellar halo WD as black short-dashed line and the 96IMF1 dark halo WD as a green
long-dashed line. We also overplot the distribution of observed WD from the 5 WD sample as a black dot-dashed histogram.
18
FIG. 11.— Likelihood contours collapsed into two dimensions. For each point we average all points in the four dimensional likelihood surface where (νthin disk +
νthick disk = νdisk) and (νstellar halo +νdark halo = νhalo). The vertical dashed line shows the number of expected disk white dwarfs with the canonical number density of
a Legget, Ruiz & Bergeron (1998) thin disk plus a thick disk scaled by n0,thin/n0,thick = 42 as in Alcock et al. (2000). The horizontal dashed line shows the number of
expected stellar halo white dwarfs with the canonical number density of Gould, Flynn & Bahcall (1998). Our most likely point falls at νdisk = 3.75, νhalo = 1.5, several
orders of magnitude in likelihood from the intersection of the two canonical values. We also mark with an X the number of expected white dwarfs assuming the
Koopmans & Blandford (2001) number densities with an additional contribution from a Legget, Ruiz & Bergeron (1998) thin disk and assuming that the Koopmans
& Blandford (2001) white dwarfs with halo kinematics belong to the stellar halo.
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FIG. 12.— White dwarf absolute magnitude luminosity functions for each Galactic component as in Figure 9 except with a young thick disk of age 0–11 Gyr.
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FIG. 13.— Distributions of detectable WD in the simulations as a function of the observable parameters (V,V − I,~µ) for various Milky Way components as in
Figure 10 but with the young thick disk luminosity function of Figure 12.
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FIG. 14.— The probability distribution functions for each parameter, (νthin disk, νthick disk, νstellar halo, νdark halo) determined in our maximum likelihood analysis
for the 5 WD sample and the 96IMF1 dark halo IMF.
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FIG. 15.— Distributions of detectable WD for various galactic components as described in Figure 10. We overplot the distribution of observed WD in the 3 WD
sample as a dashed black histogram.
FIG. 16.— Distributions of detectable WD for various galactic components as described in Figure 10. We overplot the distribution of observed WD in the 7 WD
sample as a dashed black histogram.
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TABLE 1
OBSERVATIONS
R.A. (2000) Decl. (2000) Epoch 1 (MJD) Epoch 2 (MJD)
14:15:21 52:02:59 49426.1 51978.7
14:15:27 52:04:10 49419.9 51979.4
14:15:33 52:05:20 49419.7 51991.8
14:15:40 52:06:30 49419.4 51988.8
14:15:46 52:07:40 49451.4 51984.0
14:15:53 52:08:51 49426.6 51988.9
14:15:59 52:10:01 49420.9 51978.0
14:16:06 52:11:11 49428.8 51978.9
14:16:12 52:12:21 49420.6 51990.1
14:16:19 52:13:31 49422.0 51986.1
14:16:25 52:14:41 49428.5 51978.3
14:16:31 52:15:51 49428.0 51983.0
14:16:38 52:17:01 49425.8 51977.1
14:17:10 52:22:51 49418.9 51993.0
14:17:17 52:24:01 49418.6 51994.8
14:17:56 52:31:00 49422.8 51987.9
14:18:03 52:32:10 49427.4 51984.2
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TABLE 2
WHITE DWARF CANDIDATES
Candidate RA DEC µ µl µb V V − I tcool (Gyr) MV d(pc) vt (km/s)
WD1 14:15:54.5 52:09:16.8 0.020 -0.038 -0.008 24.81 1.09 3.7+3.2
−3.1 14.9
+0.9
−0.5 940
+370
−600 90
+20
−25
11.4+0.1
−0.7 17.4
+0.2
−0.3 310
+50
−40 29
+5
−4
WD2 14:16:02.0 52:10:44.5 0.029 0.035 0.024 26.90 1.38 7.9+2.0
−3.3 16.1
+0.8
−0.8 1460
+800
−530 205
+112
−74
10.5+0.6
−0.4 17.1
+0.2
−0.1 910
+130
−120 128
+18
−18
WD3 14:16:13.3 52:11:38.6 0.032 0.053 0.018 20.67 0.55 1.2+0.6
−0.5 13.4
+0.6
−0.7 290
+100
−85 44
+24
−13
12.5+0.5
−0.3 17.6
+0.1
−0.1 40
+5
−5 6
+1
−1
WD4 14:16:12.8 52:12:12.4 0.019 -0.038 -0.004 24.02 1.02 3.2+3.5
−1.1 14.7
+0.8
−0.6 720
+290
−250 66
+20
−23
11.6+0.5
−0.6 17.4
+0.2
−0.2 210
+40
−30 19
+3
−2
WD5 14:15:25.8 52:04:16.1 0.051 0.021 0.050 25.49 1.28 6.6+3.3
−3.1 15.7
+1.1
−0.9 900
+500
−410 217
+126
−91
10.8+0.7
−0.7 17.2
+0.2
−0.2 460
+80
−40 111
+20
−18
WD6∗ 14:15:39.8 52:04:48.3 0.016 -0.021 0.012 26.33 1.62 10.0+0.3
−1.8 16.9
+0.1
−0.7 770
+370
−110 57
+29
−7
WD7∗ 14:18:25.8 52:04:16.1 0.019 -0.038 0.003 26.93 1.60 10.00.1
−2.0 16.9
+0.1
−0.8 1000
+560
−130 91
+49
14
Note. — ∗ indicates marginal white dwarf candidates as discussed in §3.1. Proper motions in the plane of the sky, µ, in the direction of increasing
Galactic longtitude µl , and latitude, µb, are given in units of ′′/yr. We estimate an uncertainty on all V magnitudes of 0.15 mag and an uncertainty on
all (V − I) colors of 0.20 mag. The error in proper motion, µ is 0.004 ′′/yr. Error bars are calculated for derived quantities by finding the maximum
and minimum values attainable within 1 unit of photometric uncertainty.
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TABLE 3
LOCAL WHITE DWARF DENSITIES
Source n0,thin disk n0,thick disk n0,stellar halo n0,dark halo
Canonical Values 4.0× 10−3 9.5× 10−5 2.2× 10−5 0.0
Koopmans & Blandford (2001) · · · 1.8+0.5
−0.5 × 10
−3 1.12.1
−0.7 × 10
−4
· · ·
Reference Model (§4.3) 2.4+0.7
−0.6 × 10
−3 0.0+7.6 × 10−4 0.0+7.7 × 10−5 1.0+0.4
−0.4 × 10
−3
Increased Thin Disk Scale Height(§4.4.1) 6.2× 10−3 0.0 0.0 1.0× 10−3
96IMF2 Dark Halo (§4.4.2) 2.4× 10−3 0.0 2.2× 10−4 0.0
Contrained Thin Disk (§4.4.3) 4.0× 10−3 1.9× 10−3 0.0 8.2× 10−4
Note. — All densities are given in units of M⊙ pc−3. The known stellar populations assume a mean white dwarf mass of 0.6 M⊙. The dark halo assumes a mean white dwarf mass of 0.5
M⊙ . The Koopmans & Blandford (2001) work does not distinguish between a stellar and a dark halo. We have listed their halo density under the n0,stellar halo column, but it could also be
listed under n0,dark halo.
